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A romantic, mysterious and witty story of life, love and death on an exotic 
island, from Booker Prize nominated author Jim Williams. 
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A disillusioned soldier looks for love. An exiled Emperor fears 
assassination. Agatha Christie takes a holiday. And George Bernard 
Shaw learns to tango.  

In the aftermath of World War I, Michael Pinfold a disillusioned ex-
soldier tries to rescue his failing family wine business on the island of 
Madeira. In a villa in the hills the exiled Austrian Emperor lives in fear of 
assassination by Hungarian killers, while in Reid's Hotel, a well-known 
lady crime novelist is stranded on her way to South Africa and George 
Bernard Shaw whiles away his days corresponding with his friends, 
writing a one act play and learning to tango with the hotel manager's 
spouse. 

A stranger, Robinson, is found murdered and Michael finds himself 
manipulated into investigating the crime by his sinister best friend, 
Johnny Cardozo, the local police chief, with whose wife he is pursuing 
an arid love affair; manipulated, too, by Father Flaherty, a priest with 
dubious political interests, and by his own eccentric parent, who claims 
to have been part of a comedy duo that once entertained the Kaiser with 
Jewish jokes. Will Michael find love? Will the Emperor escape his would-
be killers? Will any of the characters learn the true meaning of the 
tango? 
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About Jim Williams 
Jim Williams first hit the news when his early novels had the uncanny knack of 
coming true. The Hitler Diaries was published nine months before the 
celebrated forgery came out in 1983. Farewell to Russia dealt with a nuclear 
disaster in the Soviet Union months before the Chernobyl disaster. Lara's 
Child, his sequel to Doctor Zhivago, provoked an international literary scandal 
and led to his being a guest speaker at the Cheltenham Festival. Scherzo, a 
witty and elegant mystery set in eighteenth century Venice, was nominated for 
the Booker Prize. All of his fiction has been published internationally. Tango in 
Madeira is his eleventh novel. http://www.jimwilliamsbooks.com 
 
Notes to Editors: 
An e-book edition of The Argentinian Virgin will publish at end of April 2013. A 
revised edition of The Hitler Diaries (originally written by Jim Williams under 
the name Richard Hugo) will publish in e-book and paperback in May 2013. 
 

 

Praise for Jim Williams’ previous books 
 
The Hitler Diaries 
“...steadily builds up an impressive atmosphere of menace.” 

Times Literary Supplement 
“...well written and full of suspense.” 

Glasgow Herald 
Scherzo 
“Sparkling and utterly charming.  Devilishly clever plot and deceitful finale.” 

Frances Fyfield – Mail on Sunday 
Recherché 
“A skilful exercise, bizarre and dangerous in a lineage that includes Fowles’ 
The Magus.”         Guardian 
 
The Strange Death of a Romantic 
“This is an extraordinarily witty and assured novel.” 

T J Binyon – Evening Standard 
“...seriously good...technically brilliant...constantly suggestive... dreamy but 
sinister glamour.” 

Times Literary Supplement 
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